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Council Secures
OLIVE THAYER CHOSEN AS N.H.Holiday
Extension
HOHORARY CADET COLONEL Discuss
“New Hampshire”
vs. Scabbard and Blade
AT ANNUALMILITARY BALL Case at Meeting

Campus Calendar
Friday, December 1
Meeting of Granite staff and
heelers, Trophy Room, 4:15
P. M.
Scott Hall House Dance, 8:00
P. M.
Congreve Tea Dance, 2:30
P. M.
Fraternity Victrola Parties,
8:00 P. M.
Monday, December 4
Meeting of The New Hamp
s h ir e staff, Murkland 14, 7:30
P. M.
Tuesday, December 5
Annual Psi Lambda sale and
tea, Thompson Hall 108, 2:305:30 P. M.
Wednesday, December 6
Mask and Dagger play, “Mrs.
Moonlight,” Murkland Auditori
um, 8:00 P. M.
Convocation, Gym, 1:30 P. M.
Thursday, December 7
Mask and Dagger play, “Mrs.
Moonlight,” Murkland Auditori
um, 8:00 P. M.
Christmas Carol Service,
Gym, 8:00 P. M.

Price Five Cents

Meeting of Student
Advisory Committee MRS.
Vagabonding and Liberal
Arts Curricula Were
Broadly Discussed

MOONLIGHT WILL BE
PRESENTED BY MASK AND
DAGGER BEGINNING WED.

On November 27 Dean Jackson
The regular meeting of the Uni
versity Student Council was held in
called a meeting of the Student Advis
the Commons Monday evening at 10
ory Committee. Free discussions were
P. M.
held on the vagabonding idea which
The meeting was called to order by
was explained by Wilfred Morin as
President Delfo Caminati and the roll
to how it is supposed to function. The
call was read by Secretary W alter Calcurricula of the College of Liberal
derwood with the following members
Arts, the requirements for gradua
present: Frederick Walker, Lewis
tion, and the question of students not
Crowell, Joseph Targonski, Marvin
obtaining the proper information con
Eiseman, Leland Partridge, Harrison
cerning their grades or standing,
Chesley, Arnold Rhodes, John Mcwere broadly discussed. Dean Jack
Graw, Kenneth McKinnery, John
son asked for suggestions for changes
Smet, Trgyve Christianson, Edward
in the present curricula and explained
Tuttle and Howard Ordway.
that individuals were to feel free to
Minutes of the last meeting and
go to him at any time with problems
the treasurer’s report were read and
raised by members of their represent
accepted by the Council. The Council
Honorary Colonel Prom
ative groups.
accepted the resignation of Hollister
The following is a list of the stu
inent in Campus
Achievement
of
the
Party
Sturges, Jr., ’34, whose former posi
dents representing the various depart
tion
as
president
of
the
Outing
Club
Activities
ments and organizations. Representa
in Local and National is now held by Lewis Crowell.
tives for some of the organizations
Politics
Emphasized
A communication from President
Miss Olive Thayer, ’34, was
have not been appointed yet which
Lewis _extending an invitation to the
awarded a commission as honorary
accounts' for the incomplete list.
cadet colonel of the University R. O. Alfred Lewis Baker, district secre Council members to dinner next week
Fraternities: Alpha Gamma Rho,
was
read
and
Council
members
ac
T. C. regiment at the annual Military tary
Curtis Dearborn; Phi Alpha, Max
for
the
Socialist
party
in
Massa
cepted.
Ball Friday. She was picked from a
Kostick; Kappa Sigma, George Jac
spoke on the views of Social Members of the Council voted to
group of five co-eds by a vote of the chusetts,
ques; Theta Chi, Robert H arris; Al
ism
before
the
Progressive
Club
purchase Student Council key charms,
University regiment. Miss Thayer is Monday night.
pha Tau Omega, Stanley Ekstrom;
the money to be derived from the
a member of Chi Omega sorority,
Pi Kappa Alpha, Harold Currier;
Mr.
Baker
emphasized
the
failure
Student Council treasury.
president of Pan-Hellenic, member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, James Tatem;
of capitalism to bring about the neces The Council was informed that its
Lambda Chi Alpha, Donald Brunei;
sary changes in the economic world. request for an extension of the
Alpha Kappa Pi, Albert Lyons; Del
The fact that the problem of unem Thanksgiving holiday had been con
ta Epsilon Pi, George Edson; Phi Del
ployment was solved by the Socialist sidered by the administration and that
ta Upsilon, Chester Perkins.
party was pointed out. He stressed they had decided to allow any student
The representatives of the follow
the successful government of Mil living a distance of over 100 miles
ing
fraternities have not as yet been
waukee at whose head is a Socialist from campus an extra half day pro
appointed:
Phi Mu Delta, Tau Kappa
COCRTNEY WILLIAMS
mayor, and how that city was able to viding he made a personal application Glee Club and Orchestra Epsilon, Theta
Kappa Phi, Theta Up
withstand the investigation of the for the extension with dean of men,
silon Omega.
Wickersham Commission.
Norman L. Alexander. The Council Cooperate on Program
Sororities: Theta Upsilon, Eliza
The Constitution would not need to accepted the extension of the holiday.
beth Corriveau; Phi Mu, Edith Pike;
of Choral Music
be drastically changed, if the Social The remainder of the Council meet
Alpha Xi Delta, Laura Stocker; Al
ist party were able to gain control of ing was taken up with a discussion The University of New Hampshire pha Chi Omega, Virginia W astcoat;
the government and have an oppor of the case The New Hampshire vs . Glee
Chi Omega, Ruth Logee; Kappa Del
Clubs and Orchestra will present ta,
tunity to work out its ideas, Mr. Scabbard and Blade. The controversy a Christmas
Glazier; Pi Lambda Sig
program on Thurs ma, Phillis
Baker said. A change would not extend arose over the publication of a front day evening, Carol
Elizabeth Thompson.
December
7,
at
the
Men’s
page
editorial
entitled
“Paying
for
farther than the addition of an amend
Commons, John StaGym. This carol service has been rie;Dormitories:
ment which would give workmen more News” which appeared in last week’s given
Fairchild,
C.
Moody Horne; Het
each
year
since
1923,
and
is
issue
of
The
New
Hampshire.
The
rights from their employers than they
zel,
Robert
Prendergast;
free
to
the
students
and
townspeople.
editorial pertained to the refusal of The Music Department cordially in Ruth M erritt; Smith, GraceCongreve,
now have.
E rnst;
local Scabbard and Blade organi vites everyone to attend.
The defense of Socialism was the the
Scott,
Jane
Slobodzian.
Representa
zation to grant the press (T he New The program is as follows:
first of a group of three lectures on Hampshire)
tives of East and West Halls have not
a complimentary pass to
faction platforms to be given for the the annual Military
appointed yet.
P
art
I
Charges of Choral—Glory Now to Thee be Given, been
Progressive Club. The other two, to “graft” on the partBall.
Miscellaneous:
The New H a m p 
The New
be given on the subjects of capitalism Hampshire editor wereofmade
s h ir e , Howard Ordway; representa
Johann
Sebastian
Bach
by the Chorus—God is M y Guide,
and communism are scheduled for Scabbard and Blade representatives,
tive of “visiting students,” Wilfred
next term.
Morin. The Commuters’ Club has
OLIVE THAYER.
Franz
Peter
Schubert
President
Allan
Armstrong
and
yet chosen its representative.
Epping.
Chorus—Hvsheenl<% v Peter Warlock notThe
Charles Graffam, They demanded an Choral
following is a list of student
Fantasie—Christmas
Day,
investigation
by
the
Student
Council.
representatives of the departments in
Cap and Gown, Phi Sigma, Outing WOODWARD RECEIVES The Scabbard and Blade representa
Gustav
Holst
Club, and the Junior Prom Committee. CAMP MANNING AWARD tives asked the editor to publish a Orchestra—Andante Cantabile (Fifth the College of Liberal Arts. Econo
William Grimes, Parker Han
During the intermission the fol
Peter Tchaikowsky mics,
front page apology for the editorial. Symphony),
cock and Roland White; Education,
lowing R. 0. T. C. cadet officers’ ap
Congregational
Hymn—
The
Council
decided
that
it
had
no
Courtney Williams and Alice W alker;
pointments and assignments were an Scout Karl W. Woodward, Jr., son jurisdiction over the organizations and Adeste Fideles,
English, Shirley Barker and M ar
nounced: Regimental colonel, D.‘ R. of Professor Karl W. Woodward of a conference with President Lewis,
18th
Century
Melody
Woodward; regimental executive, the Forestry Dept., was awarded the editor of The New Hampshire, and Orchestra—From an Indian Lodge, garet Rossell; Geology, Logan Field;
EDWARD C. DAWSON
History, Natalie Sargent; Home Eco
Lieut. Col. W. F. McKee; regimental
efficiency cup by the Camp the president of Scabbard and Blade
Edward MacDowell nomics,
Estelle
Pray
and
Priscilla
staff, adjutant, Capt. G. L. Jacques; waterfront
Manning
Staff.
He
is
also
the
proud
P
art
II
the logical solution. Both parties
G arrett; Languages, Terrence RufferP. & T. officer, Capt. R. C. Low; sup possessor of the first and second de was
and Modern,
agreed to the decision of the Carols—Ancient
ty, Phyllis Shorey, alternate, spring PSI LAMBDA SALE AND TEA
ply officer, Capt. H. F. Brett; intelli gree “M” awarded by the camp and involved
1.
We’ve
Been
a
While
a
Wandering,
Council.
The
meeting
adjourned
at
Laura Stocker; Music, George
gence officer, Captain David A. de- holds merit badges in leathercraft, 11.40 P. M.
Gloucestershire Carol term,
Psi Lambda will hold a Christ
Wilson; Philosophy, Virginia Hixon;
Moulpied. First Battalion: Major R. T. personal health, firemanship, pioneer
arranged
by
Vaughan
Willias
mas
Sale and Bohemian Tea, at
Psychology,
M
argery
Phillips;
Poli
Prendergast; adjutant, Lieut. G. H. ing, first aid to animals, bird study,
Notice
2.
Wassail
Song,
Yorkshire
Carol
the
Home
Economics Laboratory
tical
Science,
Hollister
Sturgis
and
McDonald. Company “A,” commanding swimming, canoeing, and life saving.
3.
Noel
of
the
Children
of
the
De
in
“T”
Hall
on December 5, from
Virginia W astcoat; Physical Educa 2 to 5 o’clock.
officer, Capt. C. A. Graff am; executive The cup was offered by the scout All men taking Physical Education
vastated
Regions,
Articles varying
tion for women, Mary Carswell; Soci from white elephants
officer, Lieut. H. M. Bowman; 1st executive to the boy having the during the winter term will register
to linens
Robert
W.
Manton
ology, Eleanor Redden; Zoology, will be on sale.
Platoon, Lieut. R. R. Boucher; 2nd w aterfront record each season. To
Women’s Voices
Gym, Room 201A, for activity
Platoon, Lieut. S. W. Freeman; 3rd hold the cup,i he must win it twice. at
Marian Jacobs and Jane Slobodzian.
Lullaby,
Jesus
Dear,
desired,
December
3
to
9
and
Regis
Platoon, Lieut. F. W. Weaver; 2nd in Among previous holders is Ralph C. tration Day, January 2.
Old Polish Carol
command, 1st Platoon, Lieut. D. S. Rudd, also of Durham.
Angels O’er the Fields,
H. C. SWASEY.
Perettie; 2nd Platoon, Lieut. H. W.
Old French Carol
Chesley.
A Babe, So Tender,
Company “B,” commanding officer,
Old Flemish Carol
Captain W. C. King; executive officer,
Men’s Voices
F irst Lieutenant E. S. Batchelder;
7. In the Bleak Midwinter,
commanding 1st Platoon, First Lieu
Robert W. Manton
tenant F. Dane; commanding 2nd Pla
by Ed. D. Gritz
toon, First Lieutenant R. Haphey; OUTING CLUB BEGINS
How futile and therefore amusing
by
Arnold
Sevareid
GLEE CLUB TO HAVE
commanding 3rd Platoon, First Lieu
are the oft-repeated commentaries of
tenant J. B. Targonski; 2nd in com FT. MOUNTAIN CABIN Recently the University of Minne
too idealistic college presidents and
PROGRAM
AT
CONVO.
mand 1st Platoon, Second Lieutenant
sota students heard a complete con
pompous trustees who persistently
D. J. Brunei; 2nd in command 2nd Saturday afternoon freshman heel demnation of American drama from The University of New Hampshire Caminati Speaks on Dues at laud the Utopian “aims and purposes”
Platoon, Second Lieutenant B. H. ers for the Outing Club started work the lips of one of its greatest expo Glee Club will present a group of
of their respective institutions. With
at Ft. Mountain, some thirty miles nents—Elmer Rice.
Koehler.
Regular
Class
Meeting
grave sedateness and oratorical pre
songs
at
the
voluntary
convocation
Company “C,” commanding officer, from Durham, to build a shelter for Speaking to 3,000 students, the to be held in the Gymnasium, Wednes
cision they present a program of edu
Held
Tuesday
Night
Captain F. J. Martineau; executive use of the winter sports team during famed playwright, form er winner of day,
so_ perfect in its entirety, so
December 6. They will present The class of ’37 held an informal cation
officer, First Lieutenant G. H. Cun their season’s practice. Saturday week the Pulitzer prize, presented as se excerpts
flawless
that it invariably
the full program which dance Monday evening in the Com fails, dueinto logic
ningham; commanding 1st Platoon, has been set aside for completion of vere a criticism of a phase of Am is to be from
the
hard-headiness
and
presented the following eve mons Trophy room, from 7:30 to materialism of the student body—a
First Lieutenant C. Duke; command the toboggan chute which will be erican art as any heard on the cam ning. The
orchestra will not appear 10:00. It was the first of its kind student body moulded by the specific
ing 2nd Platoon, F irst Lieutenant R. erected on McNutt’s Hill.
pus. Rice declared without qualifica in this exercise.
T. Lang; commanding 3rd Platoon, Thursday evening, December 7, tion that:
of a profiteering public. The
ever held on a week-day night, and demands
program is as follows:
First Lieutenant R. F. Downs; 2nd in Blue Circle will have a “feed” at the The American drama is not art and 1. The
same public which indubitably shows
proved
to
be
a
great
success.
A
sub
We’ve
Been
Awhile
a
Wandering,
Mendem’s
Pond
cabin.
Reservations
never
has
been
art.
command 1st Platoon, Second Lieu
the earmarks of illiteracy and lack of
profit was realized.
Gloucestershire Carol stantial
tenant T. Christophil; 2nd in com should be made either through Jack It has stood for nothing and has 2. TFa.ssa.t7 Song,
intelligence in its demands defeats at
The
chaperones
were
President
and
Yorkshire
Carol
Sturges,
or
Lewis
Crowell,
22
Hetzel
no significance.
mand 2nd Platoon, Second Lieutenant
every point the planned educational
Mrs.
Lewis,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Sweet,
Women’s
Voices
Hall.
Cost
will
be
twenty-five
cents,
R. 0. Andrews.
It is nothing but a commercial bus 3. Glory Noiv to Thee be Given,
schemes of trained educators and
Mrs.
Flanders,
and
Mr.
H
arry
Page.
including
a
steak
dinner
and
trans
iness—and a sordid one at that.
Second Battalion, commanding offi portation.
teachers, and in turn reflects a nega
A
large
m
ajority
of
freshmen
at
Johann
Sebastian
Bach
cer, Major A. R. Armstrong; adju
The “good old days” of the Ameri 4. Angels O’er The Fields,
educational environment on the
tended. Music was by Paul Smith and tive
M argery Phillips, ’34, was elected a can theater never existed.
tant, First Lieutenant A. W. Swain.
various campuses—an environment
his
Rhythm
Boys,
made
up
entirely
Old
French
Carol
member of Blue Circle at its last The author of “Street Scene” and
entirely lacking in culture and educa
(Continued on Page 4)
of freshmen.
Men’s Voices
regular meeting.
(Continued on Page 2)
_ On Tuesday night a class meeting tional advancement. It is because of
(Continued on Page 4)
was held in Commons, at which Presi
WEEK-END WEATHER
dent
Norris
presided.
He
asked
that
FORECAST
in the future all comments and cri
of the Dining Hall be brought
Data Received by Wireless Thursday, ticisms
to him so that he could present them
10 P. M.
to Mrs. Leighton in the proper way.
Numerous suggestions were offered,
A disturbance which was passing and
to see that they were
down the St. Lawrence Valley merged takenhetopromised
the proper authorities. Norris
Soda Fountain
with
a
secondary
moving
up
the
New
D. >J. Caminati, president
of the University of New Hampshire presents
England coast Wednesday night bring introduced
Student Council, who also asked
ing unseasonable - high temperatures of
freshmen to bring all worthwhile
and strong northwest winds to Dur the
suggestions to the Student Council,
ham and vicinity on Thursday. Pres explaining
its significance on campus.
sure is now rising rapidly over the The subject
dues was brought
Great Lakes and New England. A up, and it was ofannounced
part
high is centered over Manitoba, while of this year’s dues would bethat
collected
an off-shoot of a low in Alaska has al on Registration Day, second term.
ready appeared in northwestern Al A letter from President Lewis to
Benn Levy’s Fantasy of a woman who never grew old.
berta. The Manitoba high will move Caminati was read. It expressed the
southeasterly and high pressure will same opinion that Norris and Cami
overspread New; England on Friday, nati
discussed, that all com
attended by fair and colder weather, plaintshadshould
MURKLAND AUDITORIUM—WED., THURS., AND FRI. EVENINGS
to school
while the Alberta low will follow it authorities, and benottaken
to
the
outside
eastward on Saturday or Sunday w o r l d . _____________
probably bringing some precipitation.
Generally fair and much colder with
Notice
temperature near or below freezing
and diminishing northwest winds is The final meeting of the Manchester
Tickets on sale at The College Pharmacy, The College Shop, The Wildcat, and at the door
indicated for Durham Friday. Satur Club will be held in the Commons
prior to each performance.
day generally fair probably with ris Trophy Room, Monday December 4,
ing temperature and increasing cloudi at 7:30 P. M. Final arrangements for
Stationery
ALL SEATS RESERVED
ness during the day, possibly followed the dance will be made and tickets
35 AND 50 CENTS
by some rain by Saturday evening or will be issued.
Sunday.
Attendance of all members is re
Donald H. Chapman, quested.
Geology Department.'
Richard E. Galway, President.

Staff Appointments Announced for Year
With Woodward, McKee, Jacques
in Major Positions of Dept.
CRACK PLATOON Alfred Lewis Baker
DRILL FEATURED Spoke on Socialism

Play by Levy Carries Its Characters
Through Three Generations While
All but One Woman Grow Old
EDWARD DAWSON
HAS MALE LEAD

CAROL MUSIC TO
BE GIVEN THURS.

American Drama is Sordid, Not
Art Says Elmer Rice at Minnesota

MASK AND DAGGER

American College Student Merely
Puppet of Profiteering Public

Freshman Informal
Held Monday Night

Five of Eight Members of
Cast Have Experience
in Dramatic Work
by Ralph C. Rudd
The climax of the fall term social
activities of the University will come
on next Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, December 6, 7, and 8, with the
production by Mask and Dagger of
Benn Levy’s famous fantasy, Mrs.
Moonlight.
This play is considered to be Levy’s
best and most successful production,
superior even to his This Woman Bus
iness, A rt and Mrs. Bottle and The
Devil Passes. Mrs. Mooonlight, a
play of remarkable beauty and dra
matic power, carries its characters
through nearly three generations, the
first act being placed in 1881, the sec
ond in 1898, and the third in 1928. We
watch the young of act I grow older
and older—all save one. And from
that one exception to the “common
fate of all” arises the pathos of the
play. Although this is strangely
reminiscent of B arrie’s Mary Rose,
there is no plagiarism on Mr. Levy’s
part. His play is the original crea
tion of an imagination both fertile
and ingenious, and of a gift for the
theatre that is unique.
Even for professionals the play is
difficult. For am ateurs it is a colos
sal task. Actors, stage managers,
technicians—all who are connected
with Mask and Dagger have given
their best for nine weeks to bring this
production to polished perfection un
der the unmatched direction of Pro
fessor William G. Hennessy.
The part of the leading man, Tom
Moonlight, which has been so mem
orably played by Sir Guy Standing,
has been given to Edward Dawson,
president of Mask and Dagger. Mr.
Dawson, a veteran of The Queen’s
Husband, The Perfect Alibi, and Out
ward Bound, may well be expected to
give a surpassing characterization of
Tom as he changes from a person of
vigorous middle age to a tottering old
man.
Miss Carolyn Welch, who, it will be
remembered, was the tragic defend
ant of last spring’s Ladies of the Jury
and was stage manager of Michael
and Mary, is a splendid opposing lead
for Mr. Dawson in the p art of Sarah
Moonlight, the woman who never
grows old. She plays with great fa
cility and vividness the part which
was once done by Edith Barrett.
Another member of Mask and Dag
ger who is well known to its patrons,
as the heroine of Ladies of the Jury,
is Miss Doris Fowler, whose acting of
the part of Edith Jones is of her
usual fine quality.
Mr. Bernard Snierson, who has had
two years’ experience with the Cornell
Dramatic Club, is an exceptionally
promising actor in the p art of Willie
Ragg.
Mr. F. Courtney Williams, who has
appeared in Outward Bound and Mi
chael and Mary has been given the
p art of the stolidly persistent Percy
Middling.
The characterization of Minnie, the
devoted Scotch maid, is very ably
handled by Miss Winifred Sanborn,
a freshman who should appear fre
quently in future productions.
The cast is completed by Miss Lu
cille Sterling and Mr. Donald MacA rthur in the parts of Jane Moonlight
and Peter Middling.
The complete cast is as follows:
Tom Moonlight, Mr. Edward Dawson
Sarah Moonlight, Miss Carolyn Welch
(Continued on Page 3)

Light Lunches

M R S. M O O N L IG H T

college ph a r m a c y

December 6, 7 and 8 at 8.00 P. M.
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UNIVERSITY DINING HALL
It is our desire to be “fair” about any stand we may take on any campus
issue. We try, editorially, to consider both sides of the question involved and
from them draw our own conclusions. Through this policy we have enjoyed
the cooperation of all concerned.
We feel it is only “fair” that likewise, the group of ten or fifteen fresh
man students who “openly criticised” the University dining hall (through the
medium of the Manchester Union should, if their petition was justified,
first have conferred with the University dining hall administration and the
University business office with a view to possibly solving a purely domestic
P ^Rather, than create “unnecessary and unwelcome” publicity for the Uni
versity in so renowned a state newspaper* as the Union they should bave
delegated a committee of three to present the criticisms to the dining hall
administration and the business office. We know that the administration
would welcome with every consideration any “reasonable and just criticism
of the dining hall if it was of a constructive nature.
The press should be consulted only when the administration has failed
to respond to the demands of its undergraduate members. We of THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE would heartily support the petition of the students once we
were convinced it was justified and that the administration had failed to give
it due consideration.
Dr. Edith Hawley, Ph.D., upon the recommendation of His Excellency
Governor John G. Winant made a survey of the University dining hall in
1932. Previous to her survey she had made a thorough and very satisfactory
investigation of the dining hall at St. Paul’s School in Concord. She reported
the following facts concerning the University dining hall, “the amount spent
at the University dining hall here for food is 35% above the average spent
in 344 dining halls of a similar nature. On the whole the dining hall is
functioning in a satisfactory manner. The quality of the foods purchased is
above criticism. Food preparation and service are exceptionally good and
there is little waste of food.”
You will agree with us* I believe, that trying to please four hundred
students at a single meal is a problem that is practically impossible to solve.
However, we feel and are justified in sayirtg this, that if your criticism of
the food is general and of a constructive nature you will find the administra
tion only too willing to be of service to you.

EDUCATION FOR LEISURE
There is no doubt that in the future the use to which we put our leisure
time will be of more importance than time spent on work. Success or
failure in our education will be determined on our application of leisure time.
Rather than consider motion pictures, newspapers, and other ways of uti
lizing our leisure, as time killers, we must consider them as time fillers, as
the institutions of the true university of the modern world.
Humanity has been giving of late more and more of its work to machines
and has left itself free—free for what? Free to be bored or free to create?
If we can but visualize a changing world where within ten years our daily
work will be accomplished in five hours, we can better appreciate just how
essential it is that we provide some education for leisure time. Today, five
or six hours of leisure is intolerable to many people. They require the radio,
bridge game, and automobile to make their spare time tolerable. But can
they stand for eleven hours of spare time which is promised for fhe future?
It is our greatest problem of the near future.
Perhaps the most fortunate people in the future who will come in contact
with this great problem are the people who have been reared in homes where
there were books on the shelves, where ideas were the most necessary fur
nishings of the home, where radio music was listened to and discussed rather
than turned on and off like a light switch, where people sat down and just
talked without requiring the radio, bridge game, movie or auto to make life
bearable. They will be the truly educated people of tomorrow. Taste and
discrimination will be exercised by their living. Shall we disregard this prob
lem of education for our leisure time or shall we accept and solve it? Shall
we let our leisure time become a bore to us or shall we use it to create?

TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
I hope the students have noticed
the acquisition of a new flag which
flies in front of “T” Hall. It is an
American flag. It represents the
true, fine American spirit of our
country. But a flag does not mean
much if those who fly it are not upto-date Americans. By that I mean
fighting and defending the United
States, not only in time of war, but
in any crisis in which the country
needs the support of every citizen.
America actually has a war on its
hands; a war which is as deadly as
a physical struggle. The country, un
der an able leader, is still flying the
flag and gallantly fighting an unseen
enemy. The people have chosen a
leader to bring us out of this economic
havoc. This leader has consulted his
aids and the result is a fighting plan
—The National Recovery Act. This
plan of attack demands the ener
getic support of every soldier; not
necessarily by donning a uniform, but
by adopting an attitude of whole
hearted cooperation. The ideal of
sacrifice and unselfishness is needed,
if this objective, or any objective of
social betterment, is to be obtained.
Class discussions about the N. R. A.

consist of arguments and bickerings
on whether the act is constitutional or
economically sound. But the crisis
has become acute, and this is the time
for constructive action, not theoretical
talk. A fter all, the theoretical side of
the N. R. A. was undoubtedly gone
over thoroughly before the act was
passed.
The question now is: How can the
University help the N. R. A.? One
way, I think, of supporting our Presi
dent would be to put the full time
campus laborers on an N. R. A. code.
University gardeners, truckmen, and
janitors are working nine hours a day,
six days a week, and a m ajority of
them without a vacation. Granted
that local conditions are not too bad;
still, a shorter hour week would em
ploy more men—the objective of the
Act. These men are entitled to a
standard of living equal to that of
their fellow workers. The fact that
they are employed in an American in
stitution, which preaches social jus
tice and higher standards of living,
makes them all the more eligible for
a share in the New Deal. This would
also give the University a chance to
put theory into practice.
The College displays the American
flag as a sign of patriotism. Today,
that patriotism consists of more than
flag waving; it means the whole-

Used Book List—December
4th - 15th
Books to be used for the winter term will be ac
cepted during the period December 4th to 15th at 50%
of the purchase price.
All marks or underlining must be erased. Books
not in good condition will be rejected or purchased at
a lower price.
Such second-hand books will be on sale as long as
they last after the opening of the winter term, Janu
ary 2nd.
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Pres. Lewis Speaks
Connecticut Alumni

FranklinTheatre

hearted support of the N. R. A. So would be paid more agreeably if the nor the pursuance of his own per
happiness.”
why not do our part and display the benefits, derived by maintaining such sonal
clubs, were kept before the student He foresaw the collapse of a social
Blue Eagle?
Adrian Pinsince, Jr., ’36 body. Such articles would not act as order and expressed his hope for the
space fillers but would be read be civilization of the future—an era of
Week beginning Fri., Dec. 1
cause everyone likes to know what be “mass idealism” when the dignity of
To the Editor of T he N ew H amp  comes
mankind
will
re-emerge
upon
a
high
at
of
his
money.
The
clubs
Dinner
Will
be
Held
shire :
Friday
themselves would benefit by having er level. And in this new order of
W hat has happened to the sopho the
Hartford
on
Dec.
16“TAKE
A CHANCE”
things,
the
playwright
outlined
the
backing
of
the
students
instead
more class spirit? Is there or isn’t
part the drama should play, a role of
James Dunn, Lillian Roth,
now prevailing.
at
Concord
Dec.
5
there a sophomore court ? If there of the ill feeling
interpreting the spirit of the times,
Buddy Rogers
RALPH M. FISH.
is a sophomore court where is it hi
of reflecting the emotional and religi President Edward M. Lewis will
bernating?
Saturday
Editor of T he N ew H amp  ous feeling of the people themselves. address alumni of the University in
You, the readers of this letter, will To the
The drama of one country, Russia, has Concord and Hartford, Conn., on Dec “LOVE, HONOR AND
shire :
no doubt want to know the whyfor There
has of late been heard reached this plane already, he said. ember 5 and 16 respectively. The
OH BABY”
of these questions. The answer is di
scattered groups on campus “The present Russian theater is a President will be the guest of the Con
rect and simple—the freshman atti amongst
Slim
Summerville,
Zasu
Pitts
close
parallel
to
the
medieval
theater,”
cord
Branch
of
the
Alumni
Associa
talk pro and con stag dances.
tude. At no time previously have some
Rice
declared.
“It
is
used
in
the
same
tion
at
a
dinner
to
be
held
in
the
question is one which through
Sunday
the freshmen proved so arrogant. And itsThis
as a powerful arm of the exist Methodist Episcopal Church on next
nature interests nearly every way,
likewise never before in the history onevery
“NIGHT
ing
regime.
There
is
a
social
end
be
Tuesday night. It is expected that Helen Hayes, JohnFLIGHT”
campus. Almost everyone will
of this University has the sophomore agreeon that
and Lionel Barry
it.
President Lewis will discuss Univer
the informal dances are hind
class been so lax in enforcing the not
more,
Robert
Montgomery,
“But
to
my
mind
there
has
never
sity
problems
following
the
dinner
the
successes
that
they
could
be.
freshman rules.
Clark Gable
an important American theater which will be served at 6:30 p. m.
they be more successful as stag been
How many freshmen are now wear Would
that
ever
stood
for
anything.
The
Arrangements
for
the
evening
are
in
dances
?
ing skimmers They all purchased Of course, it is much easier to orate draiha here has been nothing but a charge of George W. Randall, presi
Monday
them—why don’t they wear them ? about
“THE
INVISIBLE
MAN”
business.
It
has
been
wholly
in
the
dent
of
the
Concord
Branch.
a
question
as
this
than
it
is
to
The only answer is that the sopho do anything. It is something new hands of the business entrepreneurs. President Lewis will journey to
Claude
Rains,
Gloria
Stuart
mores let them get away with it. and, therefore, something to be eyed Our theater has had no meaning in H artford to attend a dinner given in
W hat about it sophs—are you go suspiciously, and to be handled with social expression, it has had nothing his honor by the members of the
Tuesday
ing to let the yearlings trample down care. No one-enjoys the “I told you to do with popular psychology. It has Connecticut Branch on Saturday night, “MARY STEVENS,
M. D.”
the last of our traditions? You had so’s” that always accompany the de had no ideals.”
December 16, in the Old English room
Kay
Francis
to toe the mark—why not make the feat of a new idea. Consequently,
of the Hotel Bond. The banquet will
Playwright Relents
frosh do likewise?
at 6:30 and the fee is $1.25 per
Wednesday
stands to one side and would rather Relenting a bit in his denuncia begin
A certain amount of leeway is de he
As it has been some time
his share in the glory than be tion, the playwright admitted he con person.
“STAGE
MOTHER”
sirable at all times, but when license miss
sidered productions during the last 20 since the alumni in Connecticut have
to defeat.
is the outcome of' freedom then the a party
Alice
Brady,
Franchot
Tone
had
the
privilege
of
entertaining
years
have
given
indications
of
a
Certainly more girls would get a
freedom must be curbed.
President
Lewis,
elaborate
prepara
higher
level.
at .the informals. There are
Thursday-Friday
You freshmen aren’t big shots. show men
are being made to make the oc
on campus than girls, and, “There has been evident the begin tions
You may be big shots before you gra more
“I’M
NO ANGEL”
casion
a
memorable
one.
Plans
for
ning
of
a
birth
of
what
may
be
a
na
there would be more
duate providing you don’t start run consequently,
Mae
West,
Cary Grant
the
affair
are
in
the
hands
of
Jerauld
tive
drama
in
America,
but
how
long
ning the school before then and of men than girls at a stag dance. This these plays will live is a doubtful A. Manter, ’12, president of the
course there is always that “flunking condition along with a sufficient num question,” he said.
Branch, and C. Donald McKelvie, ’22, The girls, all of whom are outstand
of cut-ins is usually ideal at a
ghost” which seems to haunt the ber
Rice sketched the history of the secretary-treasurer.
ing dancers, will appear in numbers
frosh especially. At any rate you’re dance.
should appeal to the men through theater and emphasized its close re
written
especially for them by an
not big shots now, so just forget it. itsItvery
practical connection with the lation through the centuries with re
Next year you’ll feel the same way
imposing
group of composers and
pocket-book, for without any doubt it ligion and the mystical phase of
lyricists
which
includes Jay H. Gorabout it as we do.
is easier to scrape together forty mental and spiritual life.
ney, Lou Alter and Buddy DeSylva.
How about it sophs ? Are you still cents
than eighty, and, after all,
New Base Required
These include “I Never Took a Lesson
the masters or are you allowing soph
in My Life,” “New Deal Rhythm,”
omore superiority to disappear? Come much as they dislike to admit it, there “But if the drama re-emerges upon
level, it will have to be on an
“It’s Only a Paper Moon,” “Should I
on sophs and let’s uphold the dearest are those who do not attend informals that
because they cannot spare the money. entirely new base,” he said, “for few A beautiful chorus of fifty girls re Be Sweet” and the world famous
sophomore tradition!
er and fewer people can find in re cruited from the “Follies” and the “Eadie Was a Lady.”
Lucien Brunelle, ’34 No doubt this stag arrangement vealed
religion or theology that ex stage version of “Take a Chance” “Take a Chance” tells the story of
would bring up new difficulties in its
introduction, but, at least, it is a altation and self-lessness that they embellishes the Paramount film pro four carnival side-show entertainers
To the Editor:
isn’t it better to meet once found. And it seems to me the duced by Laurence Schwab, which will who win fame and fortune on the
I have intended to express my thought,in and
trying to make a success attem pt to reconciliate the science of be shown at the Franklin theater here Broadway stage through the good
thoughts in writing to you for some defeat
times with religion is break tonight.
offices of a producer, played by Charles
time. These thoughts are about a than to have it creep upon you while modern
ing down.
“Buddy” Rogers. It is by no means
subject which I am convinced is of you are standing still?
“What
will
take
the
place
of
re
“More nonsense is spoken about art another back-stage romance, since the
Arlene Rowbotham
interest to the largest part of the
vealed
religion?
Perhaps
a
kind
of
than about anything else. It is as locale ranges from the side show to
student body. It concerns the various
social idealism, a new conception of though art existed in a sort of a a splendid (though crooked) gamb
organizations on this campus which American Drama is
the dignity of man.
vacuum unrelated to all else. The ling club, out among the society folk
have gained authority, through some
morals, laws and customs are popular conception of the artist con of Long Island and finally to the
Sordid, Not Art Says 50“Our
unknown channels of this institution,
behind our social set-up. fined to his garret and his thoughts front of a stage at a Broadway
to require sums of money to be paid
Elmer Rice The years
individual is helpless in the pres is wrong. The great artists lived and theater.
each term in the form of dues by
ent situation. My generation had moved with their times. Any impor James Dunn, Lillian Roth, Cliff
(Continued from Page 1)
each student registering. I suggest
its chance and missed it. There is tant art has been significant only in Edwards and June Knight play the
that your paper offer these organiza
no hope for that generation which that it has reflected the spirit of its parts of side-show spielers and danc
tions a chance to defend themselves “We, the People” introduced to the acquiesced
World W ar and is particular time, and facts won’t sup ers who are not hesitant about doing
by publishing the facts behind these Northrop auditorium, audience as a complacent inin the
the face of a new and port the common conception that a little pickpocketing and petty graft
collections and allow the student body “defender of the underdog,” proved greater war. The
only hope lies with most great artists were unrecognized ing on the side. They finally see the
to decide whether or not these pay the truth of that description by a
error of their ways and drift to New
in their own time.
ments are being returned in the form condemnation of the era of “rugged you.” Popular Conception Wrong
“Great art is an expression of in York, where through a hilarious chain
of services rendered or are merely individualism,” wherein the common Discussing the place of the artist dividual
of coincidences, they all become the
helping the various treasurers through individual “hasn’t a chance for the in social life, the playwright said, terms.” experience in universal toasts
of Broadway.
college. I believe that these dues development of his own personality

“Take a Chance” at
Franklin Tonight
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IGARETTES are made of tobac
co, wrapped in paper, and they
may look alike; but that doesn’t mean
that they are alike.
Chesterfield Cigarettes are not like
other cigarettes. The tobacco is not
like the tobacco used in other ciga
rettes. It is mild, ripe— not harsh,
or strong.
Then again, Chesterfields taste bet
ter. They are seasoned in the right
way with the right kind of Turkish
Tobacco. There is nothing flat or
tasteless about them.
You’re telling me "They Satisfy”!

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

cig a rette t/u ith
'S) 1933 , L ig g ett & M yers T obacco C o.

m ild e r

•
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First Cut of Season Christiansen Calls
Made by Swasey Out Varsity Hockey

Winter Sports Team
Reports for Season

Twenty-three Men Retained McDermott, Grocott, Steffy
on Varsity Basketball —Last Year’s First String
Men Draw Equipment
Squad After Cut

List of Lettermen Led by
Blood—Marlak, Webster,
Trachier, Report

Christiansen called out his
Coach Henry Swasey made the first Coach hockey
squad last Monday.
cut in the University of New Hamp varsity
Christiansen lost four men of last
shire’s basketball squad this week, re year’s
club; however, numerous others
taining twenty-three candidates. There have turned
out. McDermott, Gro
will probably be another cut about cott, and Steffy,
of last year’s
the fifteenth of January, with eighteen starting line-up willallprobably
be first
or twenty men making up the squad string1 men again this year. “Chris”
for the season.
has Angwin, Bowler, Partridge,
With ten men returning from last also
Bachelder, and Steffy, lettermen of
year’s squad as a nucleus, and several last
year, some of whom will probably
of last year’s freshman team report be moved
up to the first string. Last
ing, the prospects appear fairly good year’s kitten
sextet which had Corosa,
for a successful season. With the re Gaw, and Schipper
in the forward line,
turn of Ben Trzuskoski to school Robinson and Hazard
defense men,
next term, four of last year’s regulars and Weir in the goalieas position
will be ready to work together. Mc- all signed up for the team. have
Kiniry and Walker, varsity guards, Kerr and Guibord, numeral menAlso
of
are already out, and with Koehler at the 1935 freshman club who didn’t
forward, and Targonski have been play last year, are out for forward
working together in scrimmages.
Along with them is PederBronstein, star of last year’s yearling positions.
whose condition is critical ow
quintet, and Armstrong, letterman zani,
ing to a broken ankle received during
for the past two seasons, are the lead the
football season.
ing candidates for the other forward Candidates
to whom equipment has
position, with Wilde and Demers been distributed
are: Angwin, Bachfurnishing the opposition in the rear eller, Abbiardi, Bowler,
Corosa, Gaw,
court. As yet few of last year’s fresh Grocott, Kerr, McDermott,
Mitchener,
man team have had much opportunity Parker, Partridge, Pederzani,
Robin
to show their stuff, but it is probable son, Schipper, Steffy, Weir, Guibord,
that Joslin and Rogers will be in the Hazard, Willis.
running for forward jobs, while
Ahearn and Robinson will probably
develop into capable guards. Ranchynoski is another promising forward
candidate.
The schedule this year includes
eight games away from home, while
only five games will be played in Dur
ham. The hardest games on the
schedule will be the H arvard and President, Senior Member,
Dartmouth games, both away from the May Day Committee
home.
Members Announced
The Springfield College quintet,
always a powerful team, will also be
played away, as will Massachusetts A special meeting of Women’s Con
State, M. I. T., W orcester Tech, Low vocation was called at 4:00 P. M.,
ell Textile, and Northeastern. Brown Thursday, November 23, 1933. The
will probably be the stiffest team purpose of this meeting was to elect
which will invade Durham, although a president to preside winter term
St. Michael’s, Tufts and B. U. will while the acting president, Ruth H.
furnish plenty of opposition.
Johnson, is out practice teaching, and
to elect a senior member to the Coun
The season will open with Lowell cil.
Textile at Lowell on January 12.
were as follows:
The list of those who have been re Nominations
For president: Helen Henry, Mary
tained thus far includes Armstrong, Carswell,
M argaret Rossell.
Bronstein, Koehler, Toll, Joslin, For senior
member: Gloria Wilcox,
Ranchynoski, Foster, Dunbar and M argery Philips.
Herlihy, forw ards; Targonski, Clark, M argaret Rossell won the election
Rogers and Ellsworth, centers; Mc- for presidency and M argery Philips
Kiniry, Walker, Wilde, Demers, for senior member.
Stylianos, Robinson, Ahearn, Mullen, The president brought several rules
Leen, guards.
to the attention of the student body
The schedule:
stressed the fact that they would
Jan. 12 Lowell Textile,
Lowell and
be
rigidly
She also an
16 Brown,
Durham nounced theenforced.
May
Day
Committee
20 Northeastern,
Boston
is comprised of the following:
.27 W orcester Tech, Worcester which
argery Philips, Helen Henderson,
30 St. Michael’s,
Durham M
Ruth Bresnahan, Elsa Steele, Gene
Feb. 3 Boston Univ.,
Durham vieve
Mangurian. The meeting was
7 Dartmouth,
Hanover
10 Connecticut State, Durham then brought to a close.
16 Mass. State,
Amherst
17 Springfield,
Springfield
24 M. I. T.,
Boston jWith every three (3) Heinz
28 Harvard,
Cambridge products and 59c, you can
Mar, 3 Tufts,
Durham

Women’s Convo Elect
Rossell and Philips

|

LECTURE NOTES

Varsity Boxing Team
Expects Great Year

Dates for Granite
Group Pictures
The Granite photographer will
be here Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, December 4, 5, 6,
to take re-sittings and individ
ual pictures of Juniors who nave
not had their picture taken yet.
A t the same time ail Juniors
who have had their pictures
taken are to bring their proofs
up and select the one they want
in the 1935 Granite. Picture
orders for delivery before
Christmas will also be taken
then.
The rest of the group pictures
will be taken at noon December
4, 5, and 6 in front of the Com
mons and inside. Any group
not listed below who desire pic
tures in the book please see me
as soon as possible.
Monday, December 4
12:10—Alpha Sigma
12:20—Alpha Zeta
12:30—Phi Sigma
12:40—Pi Lambda Sigma
12:50—Gamma Kappa
1:00—Outing Club
1:10—Delta Chi
1:20—Alpha Chi Sigma
Tuesday, December 5
12:10—Women’s Executive
Council
12:20—Cap and Gown
12:30—Blue Circle
12:40—Blue Key
12:50—Student Council
1:00—Pan Hellenic
1:10—Casque and Casket
Wednesday, December 6
12:10—College of Agriculture
Faculty
12:20—College of Liberal Arts
Faculty
12:30—College of Technology
Faculty
12:40—Kappa Delta Pi
12:50—Book and Scroll
1:00—Scabbard and Blade
1:10—Senior Officers
1:20—Junior Officers
MARVIN A. EISEMAN,
Editor.

Coach Paul Sweet’s winter sports
by Robert K. Dow
team has reported for the season of
1934, and is working out daily, en
A fter a rather hectic week-end,Right guard—Gailus (Ohio State)
deavoring to get into condition for
spent in Durham and elsewhere, we Right tackle—Gentry (Oklahoma)
the meets of the winter. Although
are busily back at work—preparing Right end—Christopherson
little actual work can be done yet, the
(Wash. State)
for who knows w hat? So here are a
men are developing into fine shape,
few more teams which I am publish Quarterback—Montgomery
and prospects appear bright for an
(Columbia)
ing for your benefit, dear reader.
other successful season. Twenty-one
Left halfback—Buckler (Army)
men answered the first call, and it is
Right halfback—Roberts (Tulane)
And here, my friends, is my All- Fullback—Grayson
probable that several more will re
(Stanford)
Eastern Team:
port before the beginning of the sea
Left end—Anderson (Colgate)
Left tackle—Harvey (Holy Cross)
Theta Kappa Phi extends a chal son.There are several letter men re
Left guard—Jablonsky (Army)
lenge to any fraternity on the campus porting, led by Edward Blood, cap
Center—Del Isola (Fordham)
at a ping-pong match—each house to tain of last year’s winter sports team,
Right guard—Lane (Princeton)
have a three-man team. The team
a form er United States Olympic
Right tackle—Kopans (Harvard)
first winning five sets will be declared and
star.
Blood will endeavor to retain
Right end—Murray (Navy)
the winner. Any fraternity desiring
ski-jumping crown. He will be
Quarterback—Montgomery
to accept this challenge, please get in his
by Christianson, Marlak,
(Columbia)
touch with Austin McCaffrey, Theta supported
Webster, Trachier, Chase and Downs,
Left halfback—Buckler (Army)
Kappa Phi house.
all lettermen. There are several
Right halfback—Danowski (Fordham)
freshmen out for the squad, and it is
Fullback—Karaban (Brown)
It looks as though it will be either probable that some of these will de
Princeton
or Army and Stanford in velop into point-getters in some phase
If you don’t agree with me on these the Rose Bowl
of winter sports. Downs and Mar
classic. Right now I’d lak
selections I refer you to Jimmy Dun say that Princeton
will do the speed skating, with
will
get
the
call,
bar, who will duly inform you as to although it is our personal opinion Trachier, Webster, and Christianson
the authenticity of said selections.
on the snow shoes and
that the Army would put up a better performing
game on the coast than the Tigers. Chase and Blood ski-jumping. Meeker,
And have you heard the one about Although Princeton has a more im B ratt, cross country star, and Mirey
someone named Knox of Concord, New pressive record on paper, the Army are the freshmen who are expected to
Hampshire, recently being elected has tackled a much harder schedule. make a good showing in the events
captain of the University of Illinois Then the Princeton team is kind of this winter.
freshman football team?
inexperienced for big time ball, while nounced, but probably will be released
the Cadets have the experience, The schedule has not yet been anetc. But before anything def within a few days. The Dartmouth
We noted that the Dartmouth Daily weight,
inite can be said wait till the final carnival will be the feature of the
has started after the scalp of Jack whistle
of the Yale-Princeton, Army- season, with our own W inter Carni
son Cannell, their head coach, after Notre Dame
val providing the local interest.
games.
the Big Green’s disastrous defeat at
Those reporting for the squad are
the hands of a supposedly mediocre
Blood, Gilson, Wilson, Blaisdell,
Chicago club.
And while we are on the subject Creive, McCormack, Jalinson, Meek
we saw some movie shots of the Stan er, Craigin, Coney, Christianson, Mar
Here is another tidbit for your edi ford team handing Southern Cal. their lak, Bratt, Baker, Cochran, Chandler,
fication. My All-American first team: first defeat in 28 games, and that club Mirey, Webster, Mallatt, Chase,
Left end—Petoskey (Michigan)
looked plenty good. This boy Gray Downs, and Trachier.
Left tackle—Crawford (Duke)
son looked like a pretty nifty ballLeft guard—Corbus (Stanford)
toter, and Corbus in the line is a Mrs. Moonlight Will be Pre
Center—Bernard (Michigan)
cinch for All-American (even I picked
Right guard—Rosenberg (So. Cal.) him!). And it would be sophomore sented by Mask and Dag
Right tackle—Schwammel
against sophomore if the Cardinals
ger Beginning Wed. Women’s Sports Items
(Ore. State)
meet the Tigers, for both clubs have
(Continued from Page 1)
Right end—Skladany (Pittsburgh) almost complete second year line ups.
Women take notice! A new bulle
Quarterback—W arburton (So. Cal.)
tin board has been installed outside
Left halfback—Danowski (Fordham)
Minnie,
Miss W inifred Sanborn the door of the women’s gym in “T”
Right halfback—Lund (Minnesota)
Miss Doris Fowler Hall, exclusively for physical educa
Better late than nev^r—Ken Mc- Edith Jones,
Fullback—Feathers (Tennessee)
Kiniry was the only New Hampshire Percy Middling,
tion news.
Second Team
Mr. F. Courtney Williams Practical examinations in all physic
man to be picked on the University
Left end—Larsen (Minnesota)
of Maine All-Opponents team. Nice Jane Moonlight, Miss Lucille Sterling
classes are being held
Left tackle—Harvey (Holy Cross) going, Mac! And next week Captain Willie Ragg, Mr. Bernard Snierson althiseducation
week
and
next week. Theory
Left guard—Jablonsky (Army)
Bob Haphey will allow me to print his Peter Middling,
exams
are
to
be
held on Saturday,
Center—Del Isola (Fordham)
New Hampshire All-Opponents team.
Mr. Donald M acArthur December 9.

IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES

With the Return of Many
Veterans, Coach Reed
Has Strong Team
With the return of many last year’s
lettermen, and in addition to many
men coming up from last year’s fresh
man team, Coach “Pal” Reed expects
to build up a team that will over
shadow the record of last year’s team.
The candidates for this year’s team,
although the regular sessions of prac
tice do not start until the beginning
of the winter term, have been out for
the past two weeks rounding into
shape.
Last year’s varsity team concluded
a very successful season having won
two bouts, tied two bouts, and lost
two, against some of the most formid
able teams of the country. The sched
ule for this year will undoubtedly
contain practically the same teams
for the 1934 season.
Fred Moody, 165 pound class, has
not yet left the ring on the short
end of a bout. No doubt his previous
record will serve as an incentive for
him in his battles this year. He was
a letterm an on last year’s team. Ernie
Werner, a finalist in last year’s intra
murals, is out for the varsity team in
the 125 pound class and his showing
thus far has impressed Coach Reed
greatly. A. McCaugney, a letterm an
of the past two seasons, and Dave
Fellman, a senior, will represent the
135 pound class. The 145 lb. class
will be filled by Philbrick, a last
year’s letterman, and Scanlon, a mem
ber of last year’s varsity squad. Con
nie Ahern will be the mainstay of the
155 lb. class. Along with Moody,
Brown will fight in the 165 lb. class.
Coach “Pal” Reed will also be aided
in his building up the varsity boxing
team with the members of the last
freshman team coming up. Landry
and Kimball will fight in the 135 lb.
class; Weir and Davis, 155 lb. classT*
Dave Yaloff, 165 lb. class, and Schuman, 155 lb. class.
The varsity boxing team will be
hampered by the lack of m aterial in
the lightweight class. With the grad
uation of Captain Dearborn, who
fought in 125 lb. class, Coach Reed
will have a difficult task in replacing
him. While the lightweight class has
no formidable prospects, the middle
weight and the heavyweight divisions
are well represented with veteran
men.

FODTBALLREFEREE

have a

HEAVY-BUILT TOY
TRUCK

Students who are able to review com
plete notes are much better prepared with real electric lights and rub
for examinations. With ABC Short ber tires. An ideal toy for the
hand, which is quickly learned in 12 approaching Christmas season.
easy lessons, you can take lecture and
reading notes verbatim. Complete
course now sells for $1.00.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Ham’s Market

Work Satisfactory — Service Prompt
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MORRILLBLOCK)
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Appointment

C. F. WHITEHOUSE

Quality Printing
331 Central Ave.,
Dover
Tel.: Office, 164-W; House, 164-R

Candy

Tobacco

GRANT’S
CAFE
Magazine
Newspapers
DAERIS TEA ROOM
Located at the Morrill Block and American House

Drop in for lunch, tea or regular meals. The same prices, the same quality
of food and service.
DOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE
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WISE MEAL ECONOMY

Have you ever stopped to realize that the meal
ticket at $5.50 for 7 breakfasts, 7 dinners and 7 sup
pers averages but 26c per meal?
Is it clear in your mind that this type of meal
ticket does not require 21 consecutive meals, but that
meals may be taken at the option of the holder?
Or, there is the Cafeteria ticket, punched for the
amount on the tray—a $6.00 value for $5.25. Some
prefer it, but the maximum value is in the 21-meal
ticket.

The University Dining Hall
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M. J. (“ Mike” ) Thompson, football’s
most famous referee, has to keep his
nerves healthy. He says:
“Because nothing can be allowed to
interfere with healthy nerves I smoke
Camels. I have tried them all—given
every popular brand a chance to show
what it can offer. Camels don’t upset
my nerves even when I smoke con

stantly. And the longer I smoke them,
the more I come to appreciate their
mildness and rich flavor.”
Many smokers who have changed to
Camels report that their nerves are no
longer irritable... ‘‘jumpy. ’’ Switch to
Camels yourself. You will find that
Camels do not jangle your nerves—or
tire your taste.

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
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Musical Comedy is
Keeping Up-to-date

for it is before this brutal blindness
sented by patient professors. And yet
that Allison, to whom the death of a
our all too critical public is shocked
child is the cessation of a recognized
and surprised that the college youth
purity, lays her last broken wonder.
is so inefficient—so grossly unintel
Word is given out that under the
lectual upon graduation. Who is criti
harsh dominance of Hamish, “no sec
cised ? The college professor receives
ond spring” can enter the heart of
the bulk of the criticism. The detailed
Old Situations Are Being
Allison.
criticism aimed at him, point him out
Janet Beith is essentially a poet.
by Janet Beith
as too busily engaged in extra-uniTreated in a New and
with a poet’s quiet felicity that
versity activities and, therefore, giv In 1832 on the west coast of Scot Itsheis has
into the ephemeral
Amusing Fashion
Alpha Xi Delta
ing too little attention to the students. land a young minister, Hamish Mc dogmatismwoven
Hamish the basic qual
Tau Chapter of Alpha Xi Delta an Numerous other criticisms are brought Gregor, with his family, fights his ities of theofepic.
is with poetic By heeding the slogan “keep up to
nounces with pleasure the initiation out. Some present the professor as way through an ice-blizzard to the sensitiveness that sheIt has
the
of Marjorie Phillips, Elizabeth Wall, too radical or not radical enough in hostile village of Glenlee. As he faces timid silences, the flashes ofcaught
times,” musical comedy is a much
shy des the
and Elinor Osgood.
his social or scholastic views. Others this storm, so he faces his daily living, pair and warm hope, the immeasur
smarter style of entertainment now
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. French were say that the average professor in
it was five years ago, according
word of his Lord on his lips and able courage, which are the very be than
dinner guests of the chapter house American colleges is an impractical the
Jack Haley, Broadway comedian,
unquestioning faith of the Cal ing of Allison. It is with love and to
last Thursday night.
idealist. Students, too, offer some un the
in Paramount’s “Sitting
in his heart. The few times knowledge of her people that she has featured coming
favorable conjectures. The profes vinist
on Sunday and Mon
NEW FALL STYLES
that he wavers before the insuperable drawn Andrew Simon, the lightly- Pretty,”
sor is too “academic” or too aloof— crassness
to the Strand Theatre in Dover.
of the drunkard or sickens cynical vagabond artist, the boyish day“Not
Pi Kappa Alpha
snooty. They feel that the faculty at the supposed
only does the producer have to
of his own dreamer who lacks all Hamish pos keep up-to-date
but so must the
Chaperones at the victrola party must adjust itself to the students and struggle are not glory
sesses
and
who
possesses
all
Hamish
enough.
These
do
Saturday night were Prof. and Mrs. must learn to lead them upward and no more than hint to him that his lacks. It is the poet who narrates actor,” says Haley, who is featured
Clair Swonger and Prof. and Mrs. onward. It certainly would be curi is dogmatism, and not idealism. With with fine restraint a tale of sweeping with Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers, Thel
ous, though, to see men of forty^ or
ma Todd, Gregory Ratoff and Lew
Theodore Myers.
$1 - $150
laughing and childlike wife, Alli intensity.
Cody in this Charles R. Rogers pro
Gamma Mu announces the election fifty years of age trying to adjust his
Unusual
in
its
setting
in
time,
m
son,
the
battle-cry
is
less
of
a
proud
of the officers for the current college themselves to the adolescent yearn challenge than it is a timid song, a circumstance and characterization, duction, directed by Harry Joe Brown.
“The kind of comedy that was a hit
year: President, Norbert Diotte; vice- ings of nineteen year old “babies.” timid asking what it’s all about.
unique in its problem of Calvinis- years
New colors! New pat
ago falls like a dud today,” he
president, Keith Twitchell; treasurer, Anyone experienced with American Unable to share her husband’s be and
tic
No
Second
Spring
winds
through
Donald Perretti; and secretary, George college campuses who has seen the lief and therefore shut out entirely the lives of its three people, omitting explains. “More than ever it is up
terns! New styles! Plus
god-like indifference of its under from her husband’s spiritual life, Al nothing of joy and nothing of sor to the actor, much more than you
McDonald.
A rro w ’s careful tailor
graduates to the well-meaning efforts lison continues to be restless, silent, row, for Janet Beith is no sentimental would think. Ideas for comedy are
of their elders and betters to teach lonely, and frightened. Although in ist. It is reality itself that brings not any funnier today than they used
ing!
be, but methods of staging this
knows why adjustment should
American College Student them,
mere physical being of her chil to Hamish success built upon defeat, to
come from the students and not from the
comedy are much better.
to
Allison
stoical
resignation
evolved
They’re resilient, too.
dren
she
builds
for
herself
both
com
faculty. The truth is that on the fort and courage, it is not until the from deep quiet, and to Simon con “A fter all, there are only a limited
Merely Puppet of Prof the
of comedy situations and
honest and intelligent teach
Hard to wrinkle. W ear
iteering Public campus,
restlessness and hurt. It is number
ing is a commonplace procedure. The advent of the weary artist, Andrew tinued
practically all of them have been used.
reality
itself
that
closes
No
Second
that she experiences for one
(Continued from Page 1)
You can take the old stuff and do it
difficulty is that the average student Simon,moment
like iron.
the security of sym Spring in a homely and powerful in a new way. It is sufficient if the
is not interested in the “rot” taught brief
quiet.
them by men who’ve given their in pathy. The conclusion of their tre
treatm ent of the complications is new
D on’t miss these latest
polite friendship is love, a
and amusing.”
the near-sightedness of the public de tellectual life for the student’s bene mulously
love which, intense and sweet as it
styles in fall cravats.
mand that teachers, “specialists,’’ are fit.
does not suggest to Allison the idea
all too prone to want to substitute Then there is our illustrious alumni is,
Olive Thayer Chosen as
of accepting it in place of Hamish’s
which
is
especially
conducive
to
cul
an
aggregate
of
specialties
for
intel
G 7L
practicality.
Though
lectual and educational development. tural advancement — presumably. unblinking
Honorary Cadet Colonel
does not love her, he needs
Perhaps it is too presumptuous to Their visits to the campus of their Hamish
at Annual Military Ball
and he is husband and father.
Under the leadership of Fred W.
conclude that the cultural level is ludi Alma Mater are perhaps rare but not her;Morever,
are her three babies, Hall, ’18, president, the Nashua
crously low on all American cam easily forgotten. With an inflated who in their there
(Continued from Page 1)
mother find harbor branch of the Alumni Association has
puses; however, in most American col sense of self-importance they drape from the coldtender
embarked
already
on
another
active
impersonality
of
the
min
themselves
over
all
available
furni
leges, and especially in the state uni
Battery “E,” commanding officer,
It is primarily for the brief year. A meeting .of the branch was Captain
versities, it is easily seen that there ture of the fraternity etc. and resort ister.
G. D. Jefferson; executive
of those children that Al held at the home of Mr. Hall on Octois little indeed that has the faintest to detailed accounts of “when I was happiness
First Lieutenant W. T. Park
lison sacrifices the love of Simon, mer 26, and another meeting is officer,
semblance to true culture. It seems in college.” These presentations are that
er; commanding 1st Platoon, First
she condemns him once again and scheduled for December 1.
that the ultimate motivation of the as instructive and interesting as a forever
Lieutenant S. L. Gibson; commanding
by M artha Burns
to the far unrest of London. ’23—Mr. and Mrs. D. Kilton Andrew 2nd
average American student is to ac lengthy discourse upon—well, upon In the tragic
Platoon, First Lieutenant N. I.
silent separation of announce the arrival of a seven and Diotte;
quire in place of a sound education, the relative merits of pajamas and the two lovers,andthere
commanding 3rd Platoon,
is the old, tri one-half pound son, Dwight Kilton, First Lieutenant
some of this mythical “popularity” night shirts.
Phi Mu
J. E. Smet; 2nd in
love-affair unknotted and Jr., on Nov. 19, 1933.
so well satisfies the ego but does Now, then, if we must blame some angular
Beta Gamma Chapter of Phi Mu which
1st Platoon, Second Lieu
before it really becomes ’26—The engagement of Miss command
little to produce a future livelihood. one for this negative attitude toward smoothed
fraternity takes _ pleasure in an The
tenant I. W. Dickey; 2nd in com
triangular. If Mr. Morgan deserves Nathalie Currier of Marblehead, mand
tendency of these so- cultural and educational progress, who his
nouncing the initiation of Eleanora callednatural
2nd Platoon, Second Lieutenant
for his facile hand Mass., to Stanley L. King has been A. S. Couturier;
is to swagger pom shall it be? Should we blame our col ling compliments
Eoston, Jessie Bunker, and Frances pously “students”
2nd in command 3rd
of
the
age-old
theme
in
The
Foun
about
the
campus
lauding
lege
presidents,
our
professors
or
announced.
Stan,
is
a
salesman
for
French.
Platoon, Second Lieutenant D. F. Car
tain, then surely the healthy sincerity the Merrimack Chemical Co.,
ceaselessly mysterious gin parties, alumni ? Not entirely. The fault largely of
Doris Mowatt, Dorothea Mowatt, football
lisle; assigned 1st Platoon, Second
No Second Spring merits appre Everett, Mass.
heroics, hot dates, or the num lies with the student—the student who ciative
Katherine Carswell, were week-end ber of pints
Lieutenant J. W. Kurtti.
praise.
“killed”
in
a
night.
obstinately
refuses
to
be
educated.
guests of the chapter house.
’28—Dr. and Mrs. David Pearson Battery “F,” commanding officer,
The closing of the door to love, (Ruth
And in the classroom, these same His brain—he has a brain—seems to however,
announce the birth of Captain R. P. Morin; executive officer,
is never the last heartache. a son onW arren)
students are quite comparable to a increase in resistancy with every ef At the death_
Nov. 16, in Geneva, N. Y. First Lieutenant K. A. French; com
Theta Upsilon
of the last child, the
herd
of
bovines:
they
“absorb”
know
fort
of
the
instructor
to
teach
him.
’28—Charles S. Bradley is now em manding 1st Platoon, First Lieutenant
Mrs. Ekdahl, Bernice Whitehead,
by the simple process of impres But then, perhaps our students are ' hell-fire prayer which Hamish so fer ployed
by the Hamilton Watch Co. in W. S. Law; commanding 2nd Platoon,
Elizabeth Corriveau, M arguerite Ek ledge
vently breathes over the little body is
sionability
brought
about
by
the
con
simply
misinformed
as
to
the
prim
First Lieutenant J. F. Lampron;
dahl, and Rena Torrey assisted in stant repetition of bare facts pre ary purpose of a college education. significant in the pattern of the book; Lancaster, Pa.
the installation of Theta Alpha Chap
ter of Theta Upsilon at Colby Col
lege, Waterville, Maine, last week
end.
The pledges of Tau Chapter gave a
tea in honor of the pledges of other
sororities on campus Sunday after
noon. Mrs. Larrabee poured.
Week-end guests at the chapter
house were Prucia Lanen, ’33, Marion
Hough, ’33, Jean Mercer, Vena Tay
lor, and Marie Amelung.
The department of art needlework
held its regular meeting, November
8th in the ladies’ parlor of the Com
munity House. The hostesses were
Mrs. Marguerite Stevens, Mrs. T. W.
Schoonmaker, Mrs. Chas, Schoonmaker, and Mrs. A rthur Stewart. The
next meeting will be December 13th.
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TRAND
To!
Tel. 420
DOVER, N. H.

Holiday Show

Thursday-Friday, Nov. 30-Dec. 1
SPENCER TRACY
LORETTA YOUNG
“ M AN’S CA STLE’’

Saturday, Dec. 2
DONALD COOK
PEGGY SHANNON
— in —
“ FURY OF THE JUNGLE’’

Sunday-Monday, Dec. 3 and 4
Girls, Music, Dancing, Comedy
“ SITTING PRETTY’’

— with —
JACK OAKIE

Continuous 2:15 to 10:15

GIFTS FOR THE HOME
Drum Tables, Butterfly Tables
Coffee Tables, Gateleg Tables
in Mahogany, Maple or Walnut
Fireplace Fixtures
Lounging Chairs

E.
Morrill Furniture
Co.
60 Third St.
Dover, N. H.
Tel. 70

commanding 3rd Platoon, First Lieu
tenant E. E. Davis; 2nd in command
1st Platoon, Second Lieutenant E. J.
Surowiec; 2nd in command 2nd Pla
toon, Second Lieutenant G. M. Bar
nett; 2nd in command 3rd Platoon,
Second Lieutenant H. B. Fosher; as
signed 1st Platoon, Second Lieutenant
E. J. Gaffney; assigned 2nd Platoon,
Second Lieutenant E. C. Foster.

Sigma
Epsilon
Lloyd Wentworth and Elizabeth
Darcy will be married on Saturday.
Arthur Mahoney was back at the
chapter house this week.
Theta Chi
The following alumni were guests
at the house dance Saturday night:
Adler Ahlgren, George Blanchard,
Howard Hanley, Charles Dawson,
W alter Hopkins, Harold Ham, Earle
Philbrick, and Malcolm Chase.
W alter Brown was a dinner guest
Thursday night.
A rt Club
The art department of the A. A
U. W. met last Tuesday evening at
the home of Mrs. McLaughlin. Mr.
Perreton gave an illustrated talk on
Sculptured Details in Architecture.
Wednesday a group of twenty
ladies went to Dover to listen to a
talk by Dr. Ibes of Portland, Maine.
Classical Club
The classical club held its first meet
ing of the season Monday evening,
November 27, at the home of Mr.
Walch, the group advisor. Ancient
Roman trinkets, statuettes, and pot
tery most of which were approxi
mately two thousand years old, were
shown. A committee was appointed
to nominate officers for the year, and a
program on Roman adornment was
arranged for the next gathering of
the club.
Woman’s Club
A joint meeting of the department
of current events and the interna
tional relations department with the
League of Women Voters was held at [
the Community House, November 20th.
Dr. Anna C. Rudd introduced and
welcomed the speaker, Mrs. Harry
Smith. Mrs. Smith discussed a few
of the im portant things attempted and
accomplished since President Roose
velt took office. “One very im portant;
thing has been the cooperation be-'
tween the different political parties
and rival industrial concerns,” said
Mrs. Smith. “One instance,” she con
tinued, “is that of the Textile Manu
facturers who have agreed not to
use child labor. No law or constitu
tional amendment has been able to
accomplish this in a struggle lasting
many years.”
Tea was served by the hostesses:
Mrs. Charles Smart, Mrs. J. O. Well
man, and Mrs. J. C. McNutt.

why Luchies taste
better, smoother

The regular meeting of the music
department of the Woman’s Club of
Durham was held November 8th at
the home of Mrs. W. C. O’Kane. Plans
for guest day were discussed. Mrs.
A. W. Johnson read the musical cur
rent events. The cantata that is to be
given guest day was rehearsed. Tea
was served by the hostess.
The department of fine arts met
at the home of Mrs. W. H. Hartwell
on November 1st. Judge H. A. Shute
of Exeter read selections from his
books The Country Band, Farming It,
and Chadwick and Shute-Gob Print
ers. About twenty members attended.
Refreshments were served by the host
esses: Mrs. W. H. Hartwell, Mrs. G.
R. Johnson, and Mrs. E. P. Robinson.
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A lw ays thejinest tobaccos
ALWAYS thefin est workmanship
A lw ays luchiesplease!

On certain mountains in the Near East is a
limited collar of earth—called in Turkish,
“Yacca.” Tobaccos grown there cost as
high as $1.00 a pound. Carefully they are
examined, leaf by leaf. Often it takes a
man a whole day to select two pounds of
certain of these fine tobaccos. Lucky Strike
is the world’s biggest user of fine Turkish
tobaccos. For these tender, delicate Turk
ish leaves are blended with choice tobaccos
from our own Southland—to make your
Lucky Strike a cigarette that is fully packed
—round and firm—free from loose ends.
That’s why Luckies taste better, smoother.

ftit’s toasted^’

FOR THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE

